
K-12 Districts Nationwide 
Rely on Cenergistic for 
Sustainable Savings 

Here are three ways you can save:

Save On Energy Spend, Now
Put the Cenergistic big data platform to work and analyze historical and interval meter data for HVAC, 
refrigeration and related systems for every facility, every day, everywhere. Find savings by stopping waste 
within minutes, not months.

By understanding your facility meter by meter, our systems pinpoint where you can save the most. Using 
advanced Cenergistic software and technology to analyze current and past utility data, we easily and 
accurately identify how each of your facilities is performing.

Prevent Fruitless Future Expenditures
Energy Specialists guided by professional engineers and energy conservation experts — with over 125 
professional certifications and advanced degrees — take you to the next level. Informed by the predictive 
power of the Cenergistic GreenX® software platform, facilities professionals and our pros help you determine 
whether or not energy improvements requiring capital expenditures, like new equipment or energy efficient 
windows, will truly pay off.

Our experts are professionals at reviewing your facility’s unique characteristics and understanding what is —  
and is not — needed for peak optimization and efficiency. Let our Cenergistic Energy Specialists and team 
of engineers and analysts deploy hundreds of years of combined expertise to help you make the most cost-
effective decisions within your budgets to improve your district’s energy conservation.

Empower Facilities Staff With Real-Time Insights
Stopping unnecessary spending due to energy waste is your direct bottom line savings source. We’ll tell your 
facilities personnel where savings opportunities lie and what to do about them so your campuses stay lean 
and green. An unoccupied gymnasium can cost thousands of dollars a day in air, heat and lighting. A running 
toilet can cost your district excess dollars every minute. Human behavior and habits can waste money in your 
energy and utility spend. By instilling a culture of sustainability in your district’s faculty members and students, 
you can save dollars — dollars to spend in areas your district needs the most. And, with comfort being our #1 
priority, rest assured your facilities will not only operate at optimal efficiency, but at optimal comfort as well. 
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